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“Stars & Stripes”
Layer Cakes (Moda™) are coming out of the kitchen and into the sewing room! Layer Cakes (10”
squares of fabric) are great because they are packs of coordinated fabrics. This table runner - btw,
great patriotic holiday table décor - was inspired from a gridded background of 2” squares - (25 can be
cut from one 10” square)! Star and Waves were “layered” on top of the gridded background (the grid
method will be featured in the next project). Make waves (ha, ha) by cutting Layer Cakes in 2.5” strips,
stitching end to end, then to Quiltsmart printed interfacing (Waves). Stars (Star Struck ZigZapps!) can
also be cut from Layer Cakes, and therefore a nice variety of prints can be had. An even simpler version
would be to use (4) 10” squares stitched end to end. - Pictorial instructions & more information for “the
even simpler version” runner are on page 2.

Chocolate Cherry
Layer Cake
A presidential treat! The cherries are inside the cake. Delicious for
Valentine’s Day, too, and very festive for all the American holidays
with whipped cream instead of frosting and fresh cherry accents.
Ingredients:
1 chocolate cake mix (or Red Velvet!)
2 beaten eggs
1 can cherry pie filling
1 teaspoon almond flavoring
Drizzle Frosting Ingredients:
1 can chocolate frosting
warm water
Instructions:
Mix above cake ingredients. Grease pans.
Bake at 350º. (2) 8” round layers, 25-30 minutes.
Frost with canned frosting mixed with water to get a
drizzling consistency!
Let-us suggest:
Garnish with: Whipped cream, chocolate shavings, almond slivers,
cherries, sprinkles.
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Stars & Stripes Layer Cake Runner
-the even simpler version!*

Approximate Finished Size: 13” x 35”
Note: Quiltsmart Interfacing Panels are sold online in 5-packs or at your
local quilt shop by the panel.

Ingredients

Quiltsmart ZigZapps! Wave Border - 2 panels
Quiltsmart ZigZapps! Star Struck - 1 panel
Fabric Background: 4 White Layer Cakes (A Layer Cake is a 10” Squares)
Waves:
4 Yellow Layer Cakes
		
4 Red Layer Cakes
		
4 Blue Layer Cakes
Stars: 		
1-2 Blue Layer Cake(s)
Batting:
18” x 40”
Backing:
18” x 40”
Binding:
1/4 yard cut into (3) 2.5” strips
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Instructions

1. Cut apart Wave & Star interfacing pieces.
We used 3 stars on our fabric runner (the “real” one, but 4 are pictured
on the drawing).
2. Cut Wave fabrics each into (4) 2.5” strips. Sew 4 of each color into
strips. Our reds are all the same fabric, but note that the blues &
yellows have variety.
Sew the 4 White Background squares end to end.
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3. Follow instructions on the Wave interfacing to make the Wave
Borders”. When you place the Wave interfacing on the fabric strip you
will have some left over at each end. We used this to vary the placemnet
of the interfacing strip so that the seams did not all fall right on top of
each other when fusing them to the Background in step 5.
Trim the edges of the interfaced fabric strips even with the interfacing
dashed lines - they will all line up if you do this. :)
4. Follow instructions on the Star Struck interfacing to make Stars. You
can get 3 stars from one 10” square. So, if you want 4 stars, you will
need 2 layer cakes.
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5. Place the Wave strips as you wish for color - note that the
drawing is blue/gold/red, but our “real” one is red/gold/blue. that
might depend on your fabrics and what you want to show more
or less. Fuse Wave strips to edges of background, overlapping the
background about 1/2” inch. Fuse additional strips keeping about
1/2” space between the curves.
Note: If you like using our Wave Border, you can make wider strips
by using wider pieces of fabric. Great for many projects!
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6. Fuse Stars to Background. If you use 3 stars, it is easy to place
them over the Background seam lines. If you used more, just space
them as you desire. Note: You will be trimming off part of the
background square in step 7, so placing them in the middle of each
square is not advised.
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7. With a rotary cutter and a ruler and mat, trim away the excess
Background and uneven waves. You may choose to do this AFTER
you zigzag (step 8).

8. Zigzag the edges of the Waves and Stars. : Our “Tips & Tricks”
is available to read or download online at quiltsmart.com. This
sheet has many tips for sewing interfacing and for zigzagging.
Suggested stitch size: Use a 2.5 stitch length and a 1.5 stitch width.
Use invisible thread or a nice matching thread. You can also use a
decorative stitch and a decorative thread.
9. Quilt & Bind as desired. Our “Finishing Your Quilt Summary” is
available free to read or download online at quiltsmart.com.
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